Humanity Propulsion Engineer Designs The Official Parent Empowerment Course

New Course By Nathaniel A. Turner Offers Academic Success Strategies For Parents Without Wealth Or Privilege

INDIANAPOLIS (PRWEB) November 07, 2019 -- As sentencing continues for those parents caught in the 2019 College Admissions Scandal, millions of students and families are earnestly preparing college applications for the 2020 deadline. Socioeconomic standing aside, parents everywhere wonder if “greasing palms” is the most crucial element to college admission. Turner, Humanity Propulsion Engineer, ensures us being adequately prepared, which is more than just good grades and high test scores, is the best and least expensive way to earn admission to college.

Turner should know, in 2014, his son earned acceptance to 24 of America’s best colleges and universities, and in 2018 his son earned acceptance to 7 of America’s best engineering Ph.D. programs. Turner did not wait until high school to start planning for his child’s college admission; instead, preparation began the moment he learned he would be a dad. Being proactive about his child’s future, Turner created a backward design template so that his child would be intellectually astute, globally competent, and socially conscious.

“Seeing the ultrasound, I realized that not only was my life altered, but the world changed. I knew the way I was able to navigate my life, including attending college, was not an effective strategy for my child’s life. I decided to do something entirely different for him,” asserts Turner.

While this may seem daunting to new parents and too little too late for parents of soon to be college-age children, Turner has hope for you. His backward design template is the core of The Official Parent Empowerment Course. Turner designed this course specifically for parents so they can skillfully influence their child’s college acceptance and enhance their child’s chances of living their best life.

The College Preparedness Course assists parents in helping their child with:

• Selecting college majors and career choices
• Building the right academic, social, and emotional networks
• Creating the right academic profile

Parents can access the self-paced course by visiting nathanielaturner.com/courses.

Nathaniel Turner is available for commentary, Q&A’s, interviews and can further discuss the following topics:

• Why grades are only part of the college admission equation
• How non-academic elements can enhance college applications
• Top languages to learn based on college and career aspirations
• Tips to obtain “free” money for school

Please email kmoore@raisingsupaman.com to schedule him.

About Nathaniel A. Turner
Nathaniel A. Turner is a Humanity Propulsion Engineer, one who helps to propel humanity forward to leave the planet better than it was when we arrived. Nathaniel’s engineering process provides parents with steps to raise intellectually astute, globally competent, and socially conscious children. To learn more about the process, visit www.nathanielaturner.com.
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